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AT KAMAYI, 
RECRUITMENT IS MORE

THAN JUST FILLING
VACANCIES

WWW.KAMAYI.COM.PK
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Kamayi is providing an affordable end-to-end recruitment

solution for SMEs in Pakistan. It is known that the cost of

replacing an individual employee can range from half to two

times the employee's monthly salary (and that's a

conservative estimate!).  Given the high levels of employee

turnover in the market, and the fact that most SMEs are

already operating above capacity, consistent involvement in

the currently tedious (and expensive) hiring process leads to

recurring business disruptions and compromised hiring

quality. Subsequently hampering overall  business

performance. 

Kamayi operates as an extension of the employers by

understanding their hiring needs and finding them the right

candidate through a holistic and user-friendly process. To

ease their burden, we offer an end-to-end service from job

posting to interview coordination & candidate finalization.

This helps ensure quality hiring with minimum effort for the

SME.
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KAMAYI: THE SOLUTION

Has finding the RIGHT candidate been a constant
struggle for your organisation? 

 
Are you tired of going through hundreds of CVs for a

job post? 
 

We have a solution! 
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OUR APPROACH
WE DO MORE THAN JUST FILL VACANCIES

Our solutions aren’t just for our clients; our dedication to our

own internal training and development enables us to

constantly evolve and offer consistently high levels of

service.

From our interactions with candidates to partnering with

clients; everything we do is built on relationships. We pride

ourselves on being down to earth, open, honest and easy to

talk to. With us, you’ll always feel you’re in safe hands,

because you are.

Continuous Improvement

Ease of Working

Our teams have an open mind and take the time to analyse

the situation. We’re always willing to push boundaries and

explore multiple solutions. We’re ambitious and we love

working collaboratively to achieve great things!

Consultative Mindset
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HUMAN
RESOURCES

FINANCE &
ACCOUNTING

MARKETING &
DESIGN 

TECHNOLOGY

CATEGORIES
SERVICE

Kamayi has a pool of 20,000+ active job seekers,

who are both well-qualified and experienced, in 6

primary categories.

OUR LOCATIONS

KARACHI LAHOREISLAMABAD

OPERATIONS &
SUPPLY CHAIN

SALES &
BUSINESS DEV

SIALKOT

FAISALABAD

PESHAWAR
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91%

400+ 250+

NUMBERS
OUR

50% 
Faster Hiring Times Retention Rate

Closed Jobs

KEY FEATURES

Multi-channel candidate

sourcing to ensure that you

find the best match 

Up to 50% cheaper than our

competitors 

Complete your hiring in under  3

weeks @ 2X the speed

Free replacement if a candidate

leaves within 60 days of accepting

employment 

Business Clients
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HOW IT WORKS

Vacancy 
On-boarding

Shortlisting &
Recommendation

Pre-screening &
Evaluation

Hiring

Let's get started! 

Weigh Your Options! 

Make Informed Decisions! 

On-board Your Superstar! 

2 WORKING DAYS

3 WORKING DAYS

Hiring Velocity is a key Talent Acquisition metric and one that

our team follows closely. Our straight-forward, yet holistic

process ensures that you hire the best talent at light's speed. 

Short call to understand your exact

needs

10 relevant profiles sent to you within 48

hours - YOU select your top 5!

Kamayi interviews candidates for job-fit

& arranges a final 5  interviews with you 

YOU conduct a final interview and select

a superstar for your team 

NOTE:  Time is subject to change depending on employer response as well as

candidate availability.  
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PRICING 
OUR 

For any vacancies falling in a salary bracket greater than PKR 200K, please

contact us directly for a customised quote.  

Listed service fee is inclusive of taxes. 

SALARY BRACKET SERVICE FEE

PKR 25,000 - 60,000

PKR 60,001 - 100,000

PKR 100,001 - 150,000

PKR 150,001 - 200,000

PKR 15,000

PKR 25,000

PKR 40,000 

PKR 50,000
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Where are you located? 

We are headquartered in Lahore and we service

demands from companies in Lahore, Karachi,

Islamabad, Peshawar, Sialkot and Faisalabad. 

F
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FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS

Which industries/jobs do you service? 

We service demands across all  industries. However

the job categories we service are limited to

Technology, Marketing and Design, Operations and

Supply Chain, Human Resources, Finance and

Accounting and Sales and Business Development. 

What is the level of the jobs you service? 

While there are no particular job titles that we

service, we cater to all  vacancies associated to

Technology, Marketing and Design, Operations and

Supply Chain, Human Resources, Finance and

Accounting and Sales and Business Development

whose salary falls in the range of PKR 20,000 - PKR

200,000 per month.

Can I get a bulk discount? 

Unfortunately, we do not offer bulk discounts at

the moment. However, you can reach out to our

Sales Team and discuss customized packages.

What if my selected candidate decides to quit? 

If  the candidate you choose decides to leave the

job within 60 days of joining, Kamayi will  provide

you with one  equally competent replacement free

of cost. 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS

What if I  don't like the candidates I  interviewed? 

While you will  choose the top 5 CVs from the 10

redacted CVs shared by our team, if you do not like

the 5 candidates shortlisted for interview, our team

will  send up to five additional candidates in the

following days for you to choose from. 

Please note that after a second round of interviews

has been arranged, Kamayi will  not be responsible

for arranging a third round. In case the candidates

don't show up, only then will  Kamayi arrange

another round of interviews. 

Is there a time limit within which I  have to choose

a candidate? 

Our recommended time to choose a candidate after

you receive a list of shortlisted applicants is 7

calendar days. Beyond the stipulated time, it will

not be Kamayi's responsibility to hold off the

candidate against your vacancy. In a situation

where there are excessive delays from the

employer's end, Kamayi will  not be liable to pay a

refund on the initially deposited amount. 

Do you charge the Job Seeker any payments ? 

We charge a nominal refundable payment from

candidates upon confirmation of their employment.

This amount is fully refunded once they complete 

 two months at their new job.
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OUR CLIENTS

CONTACT US

We thank you for your business and look forward to be

appointed as your service provider. Should you have any

queries, please feel free to call  or write to:

HR@KAMAYI.PK 

03098881119
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#HIREWITHKAMAYI
3rd Floor, Vogue Towers, M.M. Alam Road, Gulberg III, Lahore.

Phone: +92-309-8881119, Email: hr@kamayi.pk, Web: www.kamayi.com.pk


